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Starting point

Situacion of stagnation in two singular contexts

Encounter with mathematics
of italian first graders

Mathematical education
of children with Trisomy 21

Contents

Focus on numeracy
Exclusion of geometry

Cultural point of view

Lack of confidence in children

Narrowing the goals for obtaining instuctional success



Our hypothesis

Early mathematical competency can be enhanced in terms
of naive conceptions

• The naive conceptions

• Basis for identifying them

• A temptative list

• Testing it with children with Trisomy 21



The naive conceptions

Conceptions observed in children independently of
schooling and instructional design

Precocity of children regarding
numbers and geometry

Embodied in children´s human
experience and development

Martin Hughes (1986) Margaret Donaldson (1978)

Liliana Tolchinsky (2003) Tomasello (2003)

Taken into account for building first steps
in mathematics



Naive arithmetical and geometrical conceptions list

Web of conceptions Numbers integrated with geometry

Dynamic setting including competence and errors

Guide for observation in action

Observe the competency Opportunity to learn

Our contribution



Foundational, historical and epistemological basis
ARITHMETIC

Ancient origin 
of oral and written 

numbers

Research on 
number worlds 

in several cultures

Central role of counting in developing number concepts
(Fuson, 1988)

GEOMETRY

Ancient origins of 
Euclides first definitions 

and axioms

Roots in human 
action and 

in human perception

Role of continumm intuition in the emergence of consciousness in children
(Thom, 1971)

Axioms of Peano

Axioms of Hilbert



Primitive concepts 
in Geometry 

(Hilbert, 1899)

Point
Straight line

Plane
To go trough

To lie between
Segment

Angle

Primitive concepts 
in Arithmetic 
(Peano, 1889)

One
Number

Successive



Some conceptions



Examples of the guide for observation in action



Testing the list

1. Colella, I. 2014
• 12 4-year-old children with no previous exposure to mathematics
• Roma
• Observation of the group phase: seven sessions
• Exploration naive conceptions: six sessions

2. Gil Clemente, E., 2016

• 8 children with Trisomy 21 from 3 to 8 years old
• Zaragoza, Spain
• Exploration nave conceptions : six hours
• Teaching Phase: fourteen hours
• In progress…



Testing the list

1. Colella, I. 2014
• 12 4-year-old children with no previous exposure to mathematics
• Roma
• Observation of the group phase: seven sessions
• Exploration naive conceptions: twelve hours
• Teaching Phase: forty-eight hours

2. Gil Clemente, E., 2016

• 8 children with Trisomy 21 from 3 to 8 years old
• Zaragoza, Spain
• Exploration nave conceptions : six hours
• Teaching Phase: fourteen hours
• In progress…



Our challenge: 
the mathematical initiation of children 

with Trisomy 21 

Difficulties shown
by psychological approaches

Mathematics for citizens:
Focusing on utilitarian issues

Cultural confusion
about methods and contents

Lack of teaching proposals.
Prevailing of arithmetic

Difficulties in assessing



1. Observation: three sessions
Naive conceptions of number and 
shape
FIRST DESCRIPTION OF EACH CHILD

2. Teaching: six sessions
Geometry
Counting

3. Evaluation: one session
What have they learned? 
Final description of each one
Conclusions 

Phases of the first experienceEight children 

Teachers’ team 

Methodology
• Study case (Monari, 2002)
• Research for practice (Faraguer, 2014)
• Narration of the living experience (Van Manen, 2013)



About the point

Painting stars 
A constellation 

Points and 
numbers



Line, Straight line and segments 

To be bettween

Going ahead

We line up Walking a Line

Segments 



Understanding Quadrilaterals 
Travel through sides 
and corners 

…and draw
get inside 

Build

Living the circles 

… and draw them 
Stand in the centre

We go around 



Comparing lenghts…

…and of pirate swords!
The length of  strings…

…using symbols in the wall
Among them…



!

Similarities among solids: an opportunity to learn 
The first day….

…and after the experience



Results of the exploration of naive conceptions

Enthusiastic implication when facing mathematical tasks

Limited arithmetical conceptions

All undertsand Scarce notions

distance

To be between

Facility to understand
similarities among solids

Better geometrical conceptions

Heterogeneus simbolic
capacity

Point as a 
fixed

position Line as a 
path

Straight line as 
the shortest

way between
two points

measure



Final remarks

• The power of geometry
for developing abstract thinking processes
(Séguin, 1846, 1866)

As a result of the confidence in children
possibilities

• An approach to the encounter with mathematics
based on solid basis which stimulates knowledge building

Relationship of intimacy with
abstract mathematical objects (Thom, 1971)



Thank´s for your attention
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The formative values of mathematics for children with Trisomy 21

• Make world more understandable

• May help to develop his abstract thinking

• Make children enjoy  and increase their happiness 

Final remarks



Angolo

Ampiezza
Angulo come “apertura”

Dalla apertura al piano Angolo como porzione del piano

Minore di un retto



Confrontiamo segmenti…

…e delle spade dei pirati!
La lunghezza di nastri…

…usando segni sulla parete
Fra i partecipanti…



Contiamo

Il numero uno
La serie numerica
(uno dopo l’altro)

Quanti? Contando animali
… e monete d’oro!

Usando le dita

Karen Fuson, 1988



!

!

!

!

… e contando misuriamo grandezze…

Lunghezza (Segmenti)

Area (Superficie) Capacità

Registriamo i nostri conteggi



Esperire e capire: quadrilateri e triangoli

Percorrendoli Entrandoci dentro

Construendoli… …e disegnandoli



!

! !

!

“Lavoriamo” sui poligoni

Disegno
Analisi

Construzione



Viviamo i cerchi e le circonferenze
Li attraversiamo

Lo stesso centro! Ruotiamo… e disegniamo

Nel centroPercorriamo



…e li comprendiamo
I raggi sono “uguali”

I raggi partono tutti dallo stesso punto

“Unendo” i loro estremi: ecco il cerchio!



	

Tubi

Palle Scatole

Coni

Senza i solidi non ci sarebbe geometria
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To distinguish points To locate at a point To draw points

NO INITIATED

IN PROCESS

ACHIEVED

Primitive concepts in geometry 

Point



Primitive concepts in geometry 

Straight line



Primitive relations in geometry 

To be between

To compare



Plane shapes 
Circle

Tri
angle 

Quadrilateral



Solids


